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Taxonomy of Question Characteristics
(Schaeffer & Dykema 2011, 2015)
Classes of Characteristics Examples of individual features
Question topic Health, politics
Question type Event or behavior, evaluation or judgment, 
classification
Response dimension Occurrence, frequency, intensity, valence
Conceptualization and 
operationalization of the 
target object
Labels for target object and response 
dimension
Question structure Filter and follow-up question, battery
Response format or
question form
Yes/no, selection, discrete value, field-
coded open, record-verbatim open
Response categories Type, number, and labeling
Question wording Length, readability 















































































































Individual question characteristics (N=96)
Word count
Flesch-Kincaid grade level
Question type Event/behavior, subjective, demographic
Question form Yes/no, nominal, open, selection
List item (“and,” “or”)
Battery First in battery, later in battery, 







































Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum
Response time (trimmed) 13.04 8.42 1.00 92.00
Response time 
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Unipolar selection + + 27
4 Full model
Battery
First in battery
Later in battery Reference
First in series + +
Later in series +
Standalone +
Definition
Interviewer instructions +
Parenthetical ‐ ‐
Emphasis  ‐ ‐
Sensitive
About race
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Results
• Respondents’ characteristics
• Latino (vs. White) +
• Age +
• Interviewers’ characteristics
• Women (vs. men) +
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Interviewers’ experience
• Interactions of number of interviews completed with
• Parenthetical
• Interviewer instructions
• Definitions
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Estimated Marginal Means of (Log‐transformed) Response Times by Number 
of Interviews Completed and Parenthetical Statements 
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Estimated Marginal Means of (Log‐transformed) Response Times by Number 
of Interviews Completed and Interviewer Instructions
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Respondents’ Race/Ethnicity
• Interactions with all question characteristics
• Significant for QUAID, QAS, SQP, word count, grade level, question 
type, question form, and whether the question took a list form, 
battery form, contained interviewer instructions, and about race
• All confidence intervals around estimated marginal means overlapped 
for a given level of the question characteristic of interest
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Estimated Marginal Means of Response Times by 
QUAID Problem Count and Race/Ethnicity
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Summary
• Study adds to the body of knowledge we are accumulating about both the 
inputs and outputs to question writing
• Which question characteristics are associated with better data quality
• Within a given measure of data quality (in this case response times), 
which question characteristics are associated with response times in 
theoretically sensible ways
• Approaches for testing questions with systems has expanded in recent 
decades
• These did not really tell us anything about response time
• Structural dependency of question characteristics
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Thank you!
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